Predictable sensorimotor perturbations can lead to cerebellum-dependent adaptation-i.e., recalibration of the relationship between sensory input and motor output. Here we asked if the cerebellum is also needed to recalibrate the relationship between two sensory modalities, vision and proprioception. We studied how people with and without cerebellar damage use visual and proprioceptive signals to estimate their hand's position when the sensory estimates disagree. Theoretically, the brain may resolve the discrepancy by recalibrating the relationship between estimates (sensory realignment). Alternatively, the misalignment may be dealt with by relying less on one sensory estimate and more on the other (a weighting strategy). To address this question, we studied subjects with cerebellar damage and healthy controls as they performed a series of tasks. The first was a prism adaptation task that involves motor adaptation to compensate for a visual perturbation and is known to require the cerebellum. As expected, people with cerebellar damage were impaired relative to controls. The same subjects then performed two experiments in which they reached to visual and proprioceptive targets while a visuoproprioceptive misalignment was gradually imposed. Surprisingly, cerebellar patients performed as well as controls when the task invoked only sensory realignment, but were impaired relative to controls when motor adaptation was also possible. Additionally, individuals with cerebellar damage were able to use a weighting strategy similarly to controls. These results demonstrate that, unlike motor adaptation, sensory realignment and weighting are not cerebellum-dependent.
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Introduction
The cerebellum has long been considered important in motor control (e.g., Holmes, 1917; Thach, Goodkin, & Keating, 1992) and has been implicated in a form of motor learning referred to here as motor adaptation. Cerebellum-dependent motor adaptation has been found in a variety of behaviors, including prism adaptation (Baizer, Kralj-Hans, & Glickstein, 1999; Martin, Keating, Goodkin, Bastian, & Thach, 1996a; Weiner, Hallett, & Funkenstein, 1983) . When healthy individuals throw a ball at a visual target while wearing prism goggles, they initially make errors in the direction of prismatic displacement. The difference between the brain's prediction of the result of the throw and the actual result of the throw constitutes an error signal; these sensory prediction errors drive the brain to adapt its internal model of how the throwing movement is related to the sensory consequence (Wolpert, Miall, & Kawato, 1998) . Subjects thus gradually adapt to the prisms throw by throw to eventually hit the target, and then display a negative aftereffect (errors opposite the direction of prismatic displacement) when the prisms are removed. The aftereffect indicates that a new calibration between gaze direction and throw direction has been learned and stored (Fig. 1A and Martin, Keating, Goodkin, Bastian, & Thach, 1996b) . Subjects with cerebellar lesions are impaired at this type of motor adaptation (Martin et al., 1996a) .
In addition to motor adaptation, a number of studies support a possible role for the cerebellum in sensory processing (e.g., Gao et al., 1996; Hagura et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 1997) . Clower, West, Lynch and Strick (2001) showed that the cerebellar dentate nucleus projects to the posterior parietal cortex area 7b in monkeys, and explicitly suggested that ''that the cerebellar projection to posterior parietal cortex may provide signals that contribute to (or initiate) the sensory recalibration that occurs during the adaptive process''. Here we ask if the cerebellum is important for sensory realignment, a process where the spatial relationship between different sensory estimates is changed (e.g., the proprioceptive estimate of hand position may be realigned to more closely match the visual estimate or vice versa; Block & Bastian, 2011; van Beers, Wolpert, & Haggard, 2002) .
Sensory realignment may be computationally analogous to cerebellum-dependent motor adaptation, requiring recalibration of the relationship between sensory inputs rather than between gaze and throw direction as occurs in prism adaptation (Martin et al., 1996b 
